In some real- 
Introduction
Power and energy consumption have become quite important design considerations. Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) techniques [9] are a well-known approach for reducing the energy consumption in real-time systems. By lowering the supply voltage quadratic savings in energy consumption can be achieved while performance is degraded in approximately linear fashion. At the same time, for certain real-time applications approximate but timely results are acceptable, for example, fuzzy images in time are often preferable to perfect images too late. Imprecise Computation (IC) techniques [5] have been used for studying such systems. Tasks are composed of mandatory and optional parts, both of which must be finished by the deadline, although the optional part can be left incomplete at the expense of the quality of results (a function assigns reward depending on the amount of computation allotted to the optional part).
On the one hand, DVS techniques, which allow the trade-off between energy consumption and performance, have mainly been applied to hard real-time systems (no reward aspect considered). On the other hand, IC approaches, which make it possible to trade off precision for timeliness, have until now disregarded the energy aspects. Rusu et al. [10] proposed an approach in which reward, energy, and deadlines are considered in the same framework. The problem is to maximize the total reward without exceeding the energy budget or the deadlines. This approach solves statically the optimization problem and consequently considers only worst cases. A similar problem was discussed by Cortés et al. [4] but, as opposed to [10] , the dynamic slack, caused by tasks completing earlier than in the worst case, is exploited by using a QS approach.
In this paper we also deal with real-time systems for which it is possible to trade off precision for timeliness as well as energy consumption for performance. The problem addressed in this paper (somehow a mirror problem to the one in [4] ) is to minimize the energy consumption subject to a minimum total-reward constraint and deadlines. We aim at finding the voltage levels at which each task runs and its number of optional cycles such that the objective function is optimized and the constraints satisfied.
A static solution implies finding one Voltage/Optionalcycles (V/O) assignment; it is pessimistic because actual execution times are typically far off from worst-case values. A dynamic solution implies recomputing, every time a task completes, a V/O assignment; although it can exploit the dynamic slack, the on-line overhead is too high to make the dynamic solution applicable in practice. We propose a quasistatic approach composed of two steps: first, at design time, we compute a set of V/O assignments (off-line phase); second, at run time, one of the precomputed V/O assignments is selected based on actual values of time and accumulated reward (on-line phase).
To our knowledge this is the first paper that considers the problem of energy minimization in the frame of IC systems. A chief merit of our approach is its ability to effectively exploit the dynamic slack at very low on-line overhead.
Preliminaries

Task and Architectural Models
The system is captured by a directed acyclic graph G = (T, E) where the nodes T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} correspond to the computational tasks and the edges E indicate the data dependencies between tasks. For the sake of convenience in the notation, we assume that tasks are named according to a particular execution order (as explained later in this Subsection) that respects the data dependencies. That is, task Ti+1 executes immediately after Ti, 1 ≤ i < n.
Each task Ti is composed of a mandatory part and an optional part, characterized in terms of the number of CPU cycles Mi and Oi respectively. The actual number of mandatory cycles Mi of a task Ti at a certain activation of the system is unknown beforehand but lies in the interval bounded by the best-case number of cycles M bc i and the worst-case number of cycles
The expected number of mandatory cycles of a task Ti is denoted M e i . The optional part of a task executes immediately after its corresponding mandatory part completes. For each task Ti, there is a deadline di by which both mandatory and optional parts of Ti must be completed.
For each task Ti, there is a reward function Ri(Oi) that takes as argument the number of optional cycles Oi assigned to Ti; we assume that Ri(0) = 0. We consider non-decreasing concave 1 reward functions as they capture the particularities of most real-life applications [10] . Also, as detailed in Section 4, the concavity of reward functions is exploited for obtaining solutions to particular optimization problems in polynomial time. We assume also that there is a value O max i , for each Ti, after which no extra reward is achieved, that is,
. The total reward is the sum of individual reward contributions and is denoted R = T i ∈T Ri(Oi). The reward produced up to the completion of task Ti is denoted RP i (RPi = i j=1 Rj (Oj)). We consider a reward constraint, denoted R min , that gives the lower bound of the total reward that must be produced.
We consider that tasks are non-preemptable and have equal release time (ri = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n). All tasks are mapped onto a single processor and executed in a fixed order, determined off-line, that respects the data dependencies and according to an EDF (Earliest Deadline First) policy. For non-preemptable tasks with equal release time and running on a single processor, EDF gives the optimal execution order [3] 2 . Ti denotes the i-th task in this sequence. The target processor supports voltage scaling and we assume that the voltage levels can be varied in a continuous way in the interval [V min , V max ]. If only a discrete set of voltages are supported by the processor, our approach can be adapted by using well-known techniques for determining the discrete voltage levels that replace the calculated continuous one [9] .
In our QS approach we compute a number of V/O (Voltage/Optional-cycles) assignments. The set of precomputed V/O assignments is stored in a dedicated memory as lookup tables, one table LUTi for each task Ti. The maximum number of V/O assignments that can be stored in memory is fixed by the designer and is denoted N max .
Energy and Delay Models
The power consumption in CMOS circuits is the sum of dynamic, static (leakage), and short-circuit power. The shortcircuit component is negligible. The dynamic power is at the moment the dominating component. However the leakage power is becoming an important factor in the overall power dissipation. For the sake of simplicity and clarity in the presentation of our ideas, we consider only the dynamic energy consumption. Nonetheless, the leakage energy and Adaptive Body Biasing (ABB) techniques [1] can easily be incorporated into the formulation without changing our general approach. The amount of dynamic energy consumed by task Ti is given by the following expression [6] :
where Ci is the effective switched capacitance, Vi is the supply voltage, and Mi + Oi is the total number of cycles executed by the task. The energy overhead caused by switching from Vi to Vj is as follows [6] :
where Cr is the capacitance of the power rail. We also consider, for the QS solution, the energy overhead E sel i originated from the need to look up and select one of the precomputed V/O assignments. The way we store the precomputed assignments makes the lookup and selection process take O(1)
is a constant value. Also, this value is the same for all tasks ( . In a QS solution the on-line overhead is just the selection overhead (
The execution time of a task Ti executing Mi + Oi cycles at supply voltage Vi is [6] :
where k is a constant dependent on the process technology, α is the saturation velocity index (also technology dependent, typically 1.4 ≤ α ≤ 2), and V th is the threshold voltage. The 2 By optimal in this context we mean the task execution order that, among all feasible orders, admits the V/O assignment for which the lowest total energy can be achieved. We have demonstrated in [3] that an EDF execution order is the one that least constraints the space of V/O solutions and henceforth optimal in the above sense.
time overhead, when switching from Vi to Vj, is given by the following expression [1] :
where p is a constant. The time overhead for looking up and selecting one V/O assignment in the QS approach is denoted δ sel i and, as explained above, is constant and is the same value for all tasks.
The starting and completion times of a task Ti are denoted si and ti respectively, with si + δi + τi = ti where δi captures the total time overheads. δi = δ 
Motivational Example
Before going into the precise formulation and the details of the solution, we consider in this section the example shown in Fig. 1 . We assume non-decreasing reward functions of the form
as well as a reward constraint R min = 8. As explained in Subsection 2.1, tasks run according to the schedule T1T2T3, fixed off-line in conformity to an EDF policy. We consider a processor that permits continuous voltage scaling in the range 0.6-1.8 V. For the sake of clarity, in this example we assume that transition overheads are zero. The optimal static V/O assignment for this example is given by Table 1 . The assignment gives, for each task Ti, the voltage Vi at which Ti must run and the number of optional cycles Oi that it must execute in order to minimize the energy consumption, while guaranteeing that deadlines are met and the reward constraint is satisfied. The V/O assignment given by Table 1 is optimal in the static sense. It is the best possible that can be obtained offline without knowing the actual number of cycles executed by each task. However, the actual number of cycles, which are not known in advance, are typically far off from the worstcase values used to compute such a static assignment. This point is illustrated by the following situation. The first task starts executing at V1 = 1.744 V, as required by the static assignment. Assume that T1 executes M1 = 40000 (instead of M completed at t1 = τ1 = 68.54 μs and that the reward produced is RP 1 = R1 = 0.00168, a new V/O assignment can accordingly be computed for the remaining tasks aiming at obtaining the minimum total energy for the new conditions. We consider, for the moment, the ideal case in which such an on-line computation takes zero time and energy. Observe that, for computing the new assignments, the worst case for tasks not yet completed has to be assumed as their actual number of executed cycles is not known in advance. The new assignment gives V2 = 1.257 V and O2 = 24993. Then T2 runs at V2 = 1.257 V and let us assume that it executes M2 = 30000 (instead of M wc 2 = 50000) mandatory cycles and then its newly assigned O2 = 24993 optional cycles. At this point, the completion time is t2 = τ1 + τ2 = 230.3 μs and the reward so far produced is RP 2 = R1+R2 = 5.25021. Again, a new assignment can be computed taking into account the information about completion time and produced reward. This new assignment gives V3 = 1.264 V and O3 = 19644.
For such a situation, in which M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, and M3 = 80000, the V/O assignment computed dynamically (considering δ dyn = 0) is summarized in Table 1 (a). According to this assignment and considering M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, M3 = 80000, the total energy (assuming also and E dyn are in practice several orders of magnitude higher than the ones used in this hypothetical example. For instance, for a system with 50 tasks, computing one such V/O assignment using a commercial solver takes a few seconds. Even on-line heuristics, which produce approximate results, have long execution times. This means that a dynamic V/O scheduler might produce solutions that are actually inferior to the static one (in terms of total energy consumed) or, even worse, a dynamic V/O scheduler might not be able to fulfill the given time and reward constraints.
1.363 24998 T 3 1.420 19634 Table 2 . Dynamic V/O assignments (for M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, M3 = 80000)
Observe that for the situation of number of mandatory cycles considered above (M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, M3 = 80000), the total energy consumed when using the static assignment of Table 1 We can define, for instance, a QS set of assignments for the example discussed in this subsection, as given by Table 3 . Although this set was obtained by using the particular solution we propose in Section 5 (in which the number of optional cycles is "frozen" as explained later), it illustrates well the essence of the QS approach. These assignments were computed considering the selection overheads δ sel = 0.3 μs and E sel = 0.3 μJ. At run-time, upon completion of each task, Vi and Oi are selected from the precomputed set according to the given condition. Table 3 . Precomputed set of V/O assignments For the situation M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, M3 = 80000 and the set given by Table 3 , the QS V/O scheduler would do as follows. Task T1 is run at V1 = 1.744 V and is allotted O1 = 14 optional cycles. Since, when completing T1, t1 = τ1 = 68.54 ≤ 84 μs, V2 = 1.285/O2 = 23864 is selected by the QS V/O scheduler. Task T2 runs under this assignment so that, when it finishes, t2 = τ1 + δ sel 2 + τ2 = 220.83 μs. Then V3 = 1.321/O3 = 21342 is selected and task T3 is executed accordingly. 
1.285 23864 T 3 1.321 21342 Table 4 . QS V/O assignment (for M1 = 40000, M2 = 30000, M3 = 80000) selected from the set of Table 3 4 Problem Formulation
In this paper-under the framework of the Imprecise Computation model-we discuss the problem of minimizing the energy consumption considering that there is a minimum total reward that must be delivered by the system as well as time constraints in the form of deadlines that must be met.
In what follows we present the precise formulation of related problems as well as the particular problem addressed in this paper. Recall that the task execution order is predetermined, with Ti being the i-th task in this sequence. Static V/O Assignment: Find, for each task Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the voltage Vi and the number of optional cycles Oi that
The above formulation can be explained as follows. The objective function to be minimized is the total energy, which is the sum of the voltage-switching energies E (6)). The completion time ti is the sum of the start time si, the voltage-switching time δ ΔV i−1,i , and the execution τi, and tasks must complete before their deadlines di (Eq. (7)); note that the worst-case number of mandatory cycles has to be assumed in order to guarantee the deadlines. The total reward has to be at least R min (Eq. (8)). When solving the above problem, for tractability reasons, we consider Oi as a continuous variable and then round the result down. By this, without generating the optimal solution, we obtain a solution that is very near to the optimal one because one clock cycle is a very fine-grained unit (tasks execute typically hundreds of thousands of clock cycles) [3] . It can also be noted that in the above problem the objective as well as the constraint functions are convex 3 . Therefore we have a convex non-linear programming (NLP) formulation [11] and hence the problem can be solved using polynomialtime methods [8] .
Dynamic V/O Scheduler:
The following is the problem that a dynamic V/O scheduler must solve every time a task Tc completes. It is considered that tasks T1, . . . , Tc have already completed (the reward produced up to the completion of Tc is RP c and the completion time of Tc is tc). Find Vi and Oi, for c + 1 3 Observe that the function abs cannot be used directly in mathematical programming because it is not differentiable in 0. However, there exist techniques for obtaining equivalent formulations [1] . in the constraint corresponding to the deadlines (see Eqs. (11) and (15)). The constraint given by Eq. (15) does not guarantee by itself the satisfaction of deadlines because if the actual number of mandatory cycles is larger than M e i , deadline violations might arise. Therefore an additional constraint, as given by Eqs. (17) and (18), is introduced. It expresses that: the next task Tc+1, running at Vc+1, must meet its deadline (Tc+1 will run at the computed Vc+1); the other tasks Ti, c + 1 < i ≤ n, running at V max , must also meet the deadlines (the other tasks Ti might run at a voltage different from the value Vi computed in the current iteration, because solutions obtained upon completion of future tasks might produce different values). Guaranteeing the deadlines in this way is possible because new assignments are similarly recomputed every time a task finishes.
The dynamic speculative V/O scheduler presented above solves the V/O assignment problem speculating that tasks will execute their expected number of mandatory cycles but leaving enough room for increasing the voltage so that future tasks, if needed, run faster and thus meet the deadlines. We consider that the energy E ideal consumed by a system, when the V/O assignments are computed by such a dynamic speculative V/O scheduler in the ideal case δ dyn i = 0 and E dyn i = 0, is the lower bound on the total energy that can practically be achieved without knowing in advance how many mandatory cycles tasks will execute and without accepting risks regarding deadline of reward violations.
Although the dynamic V/O assignment problem can be solved in polynomial-time, the time and energy for solving it are in practice very large and therefore unacceptable at runtime for practical applications. In our approach we prepare off-line a number of V/O assignments, one of which is to be selected by the QS V/O scheduler.
Upon finishing a task Tc, the QS V/O scheduler checks the completion time tc and the reward RP c produced up to completion of Tc, and looks up an assignment in LUTc. 
, and so that the total energy E qs is minimal.
As discussed in Section 5, for a task Ti, potentially there exist infinitely many possible values for ti and RPi. Therefore, in order to approach the theoretical limit E ideal , it would be needed to compute an infinite number of V/O assignments, one for each (ti, RP i). The problem is thus how to select at most N max points in this infinite space such that the energy consumed, when using the respective V/O assignments, is as close as possible to E ideal . Fig. 2 . Note also that for a given value ti there might be different valid values of RPi, and this is due to the fact that different previous V/O assignments can lead to the same ti but still different RPi.
Computing the Set of V/O Assignments
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Fig. 2. Time-reward space
In order to select Ni points in the ti-RPi space and accordingly compute the set of Ni assignments, it is first needed to determine the boundaries of this space (for each task Ti). Ni is the number of assignments to be stored in the lookup Fig. 3 . Boundaries of the time-reward space A generic characterization of the time-reward space is not possible because reward functions vary from task to task as well as from system to system: we cannot derive a general expression that relates the reward Ri with the execution time τi and hence a characterization of the ti-RP i space is not possible.
One alternative for selecting points in the time-reward space would be to consider a mesh-like configuration, in which the space is divided in rectangular areas and each area is covered by one point (the lower-right corner covers the rectangle) as depicted in Fig. 4 . The drawback of this approach is twofold: first, the boundaries in Fig. 3 define a time-reward space that include points that cannot happen, for example, the point (t optional cycles; second, the number of required points for covering the space is a quadratic function of the granularity of the mesh, which means that too many points might be necessary for achieving an acceptable granularity. We have opted for a solution where we "freeze" the assigned optional cycles, that is, for each task Ti we fix Oi to a value Oi computed off-line. Thus, in the solution proposed in this paper, for any activation of the system, Ti will invariably execute Oi optional cycles. In this way, we transform the original problem into a classical voltage-scaling problem with deadlines since the only variables now are Vi. This means that we reduce the bidimensional time-reward space into a one-dimension space (time is now the only dimension). This approach gives very good results as shown by the experimental evaluation presented in Section 6.
By freezing the optional cycles Oi, although the space of solutions is constrained, good results can be achieved because the only variable that affects the reward dimension is Oi and, for this problem, the reward is a constraint. Thus, if the optional cycles are frozen in such a way that the reward constraint is satisfied, there is still enough room for exploiting the dynamic slack caused by tasks executing less mandatory cycles than in the worst case: there is no gain by running more optional cycles and accordingly producing more reward than required by the reward constraint.
The way we obtain the fixed values Oi is the following. We consider the instance of the problem-as formulated by Eqs. (13)- (18)-that the dynamic speculative V/O scheduler solves at the very beginning, before any task is executed (c = 0). The solution gives particular values of Vi and Oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For each task, the number of optional cycles given by this solution is taken as the fixed value Oi in our approach.
Once the number of optional cycles has been fixed to Oi, the only variables are Vi and the problem becomes that of voltage scaling for energy minimization with time constraints. For the sake of completeness, we include below its formulation. The reward constraint disappears from the formulation because, by fixing the optional cycles as explained above, it is guaranteed that the total reward will be at least R min .
Dynamic Voltage Scheduler:
The following is the problem that a dynamic voltage scheduler must solve every time a task Tc completes. It is considered that tasks T1, . . . , Tc have already completed (the completion time of Tc is tc). are the time and energy overhead of computing dynamically Vi for task Ti.
In our QS approach, once the number of assigned optional cycles has been "frozen" to Oi, we take Ni points t Each one of the points, together with its corresponding assignment, covers a region as indicated in Fig. 5 . The QS scheduler selects one of the stored assignments based on the actual completion time. If, for example, task Ti completes at t , t a < t ≤ t b , the QS V/O scheduler will select the precomputed assignment V b /O. Note that we have included in Fig. 5 the optional cycles O for the sake of making clearer the nature of our approach. However, in practice, there is no need to store the number of optional cycles in the lookup tables LUTi since, once these are "frozen", task Ti will invariably execute Oi optional cycles.
The pseudocode corresponding to the computations performed off-line for obtaining the set of assignments is given by Algorithm 1. First, the maximum number N max of as- signments that are to be stored is distributed among tasks (line 1). A straightforward approach is to distribute them uniformly among the different tasks, so that each lookup table contains the same number of assignments. However, it is more efficient to distribute the assignments according to the size of the interval [t
], in such a way that the lookup tables of tasks with larger intervals get more points.
Then we compute the solution of the problem formulated by Eqs. (13)- (18) for c = 0 and we "freeze" the number of optional cycles according to this solution (line 2). Since the assignment V1 is invariably the same (task T1 runs always at the same voltage level), this is the only one stored for the first task (line 3). The value V1 is taken from the solution obtained in line 2.
For every task Ti,
is the sum of execution times τ 
Algorithm 2: On-line phase In summary, in our QS solution to the problem of minimizing energy subject to time and reward constraints, we first fix off-line the number of optional cycles assigned to each task, by taking the values Oi as given by the solution to the problem formulated by Eqs. (13)- (18) (instance c = 0). Thus the original problem is reduced to QS voltage scaling for energy minimization. The voltage-scaling problem in a QS framework had previously been discussed by Andrei et al. [2] . In the one-dimension space of possible completion times, we select points and compute the corresponding voltage assignments as discussed above. 
Experimental Evaluation
The approach proposed in this paper has been evaluated through a large a large number of experiments using numerous synthetic benchmarks. Such synthetic examples correspond to randomly generated task graphs that contain between 10 and 100 tasks. Every point in the plots of the experimental evaluation presented in this Section (Figs. 6 through 9) corresponds to the average of the results of 75 synthetic task graphs, resulting overall in more than 2500 performed experiments. We adopted the technology-dependent parameters from [6] , which correspond to a processor in a 0.18 μm CMOS fabrication process. The reward functions we used along the experiments are of the form
Oi, with coefficients αi, βi, and γi chosen randomly.
The first set of experiments validates the claim that the dynamic speculative V/O scheduler (which solves the problem formulated by Eqs. (13)-(18) ) outperforms the nonspeculative one (which solves the problem formulated by Eqs. (9)-(12) ). Fig. 6 shows the average energy savings (relative to a static V/O assignment) as a function of the deadline slack (the relative difference between the deadline and the completion time when worst-case number of mandatory cycles are executed at the maximum voltage such that the reward constraint is guaranteed). The highest savings can be obtained for systems with small deadline slack: the larger the deadline slack is, the lower the voltages given by a static assignment can be (tasks can run slower), and therefore the difference in energy consumed by a static and a dynamic solution is smaller. The experiments whose results are presented in Fig. 6 were performed considering the ideal case of zero time and energy on-line overheads and show clearly that a dynamic speculative V/O scheduler performs better (that is, produces higher energy savings) than its non-speculative counterpart. In a second set of experiments we evaluated the QS approach proposed in this paper, in terms of the energy savings achieved by it with respect to the optimal static solution. In this set of experiments we did take into consideration the time and energy overheads needed for selecting the voltage settings among the precomputed ones. In these experiments we consider that the time and energy overheads needed for selecting the assignments by the QS scheduler are δ sel = 450 ns and E sel = 400 nJ. These are realistic values as selecting a precomputed assignment takes only tens of cycles and the access time and energy consumption (per access) of, for example, a low-power Static RAM are around 70 ns and 20 nJ respectively [7] . Fig. 7(a) shows the energy savings by our QS approach for three cases: 2, 5, and 50 points (assignments stored in the lookup tables) per task. More points per task produce naturally higher energy savings but even with a couple of points per task, as shown by the plot, very significant energy savings can be achieved (close to 20% for systems with tight deadlines). Fig. 7 (b) also shows the energy savings achieved by the QS approach, but this time as a function of the ratio between the worst-case number of cycles M wc and the best-case number of cycles M bc . In these experiments we have considered systems with a deadline slack of 10%. As the ratio M wc /M bc increases, the dynamic slack becomes larger and therefore there is more room for exploiting it in order to reduce the total energy consumed by the system. In a third set of experiments we evaluated the quality of the solution given by the QS approach presented in this section with respect to the theoretical limit that could be achieved without knowing in advance the actual number of execution cycles (the energy consumed when a dynamic speculative V/O scheduler is used, in the ideal case of zero overheads-δ dyn i = 0 and E dyn i = 0). In order to make a fair comparison, in this set of experiments, we considered also zero overheads for the QS approach (δ sel i = 0 and E sel i = 0). Fig. 8 shows the deviation dev = (E qs − E ideal )/E ideal as a function of the number of precomputed voltages (points per task), where E ideal is the total energy consumed for the case of an ideal dynamic speculative V/O scheduler and E qs is the total energy consumed for the case of a QS scheduler that selects voltages from lookup tables prepared as explained in In this set of experiments we have considered systems with deadline slack of 20%. It must be noted that E qs corresponds to the proposed QS approach in which we fix the number of optional cycles and the precomputed assignments are only voltage settings, whereas E ideal corresponds to the dynamic V/O scheduler that recomputes both voltage and number of optional cycles every time a task completes. Even so, with relatively few points per task it is possible to get very close to the theoretical limit, for instance, for 20 points per task the average deviation is just 0.4%. (needed for looking up the tables and selecting one of the precomputed assignments) of the QS scheduler. The overhead values used in these experiments were taken from [10] , where heuristic methods were used for solving a similar problem. Fig. 9 shows the average energy savings by the dynamic and QS approaches (taking as baseline the energy consumed when using a static approach). It shows that in practice the dynamic approach makes the energy consumption higher than in the static solution (negative savings), a fact that is due to the high overheads incurred by computing on-line assignments by the dynamic V/O scheduler. Also because of the high overheads, when the system has tight deadlines, the dynamic approach cannot even guarantee the time constraints. On the contrary, the QS approach succeeds in exploiting the dynamic slack and thus reducing the energy consumption because of its low on-line overheads. 
Conclusions
We have addressed the problem of minimizing the energy consumption for real-time systems with both reward and time constraints in the frame of Imprecise Computation systems. To the best of our knowledge this is the first approach presented for this particular problem.
The proposed approach has as chief merit the ability to effectively exploit the dynamic slack, caused by tasks executing less clock cycles than in the worst case. Such a QS approach succeeds in exploiting the dynamic slack, yet incurring a very low on-line overhead, because the complex time-and energyconsuming parts of the computations are performed off-line, at design-time, leaving for run-time only simple lookup and selection operations.
The evaluation of our solution has been performed using a large number of synthetic benchmarks. These have shown that significant reductions in the energy consumption can be achieved with our technique, for instance, energy savings of around 20% for systems with tight deadlines.
